Abstract A provably stable reduced order model, based on a projection onto a scaled orthonormal Laguerre basis, followed by a SVD step, is proposed. The method relies on the conformal mapping properties induced by the complete orthonormal scaled Laguerre basis, allowing a mapping from the discrete-stable case to the continuous-stable case and vice versa.
INTRODUCTION
The continual need for more precision in the mathematical description for use in the domain of electrical and electronic engineering has led to increasingly large models. Accurate reduced order modeling is therefore needed as a second step to downsize the large initial model to a more tractable format for use as a black box element in subsequent simulations.
The various reduced order modeling algorithms which presently exist can be divided in two classes. The first class consists of the balanced realization algorithms [1] - [2] , which are accurate enough in general, but require large computing resources to calculate the so-called observability and controllability grammians.
The second class are the projection-based [3] Krylov-subspace methods [4] - [5] , which are much faster since they are based on the block nonsymmetric Lanczos or block Arnoldi algorithms. However, it is known that these algorithms (especially in the Lanczos case), frequently suffer from breakdown conditions [6] .
To remedy this, a new approach based on a projection onto a scaled orthonormal Laguerre basis, followed by a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) step, was proposed in [7] - [8] . Starting from an initial passive RLGC system, the method yields a provably passive reduced order model. However, for merely stable control systems in general, the Laguerre-SVD method does not always yield a stable reduced order model.
In this paper we remedy this to obtain a provably stable reduced order model. The method is based on the conformal mapping properties induced by the complete orthonormal scaled Laguerre basis [9] , allowing a mapping from the discrete-stable case to the continuous-stable case and vice versa.
THE DISCRETE-STABLE CASE
Consider the discrete-stable rational transfer function
where C, A, B are respectively p × n, n × n, n × q real matrices and I n is the n × n identity matrix. Note that the variable z here stands for the inverse of the usual z−transform variable. For stability we require that the spectral radius ρ(A) ≡ max i |λ i (A)| < 1. This implies that F (z) admits the Taylor expansion
If we can find a discrete-stable rational transfer functioñ
whereC,Ã,B have respective dimensions p × r, r × r, r × q with r < n such that the N first Markov
thenF (z) is called a stable partial realization of F (z) of order N. The importance of a stable partial realization follows from the fact thatF (z) is then close to F (z) on the unit circle. This follows from Theorem 1: Let · be any norm defined over the p × q matrices. Then for any stable partial realizatioñ
where
Proof: It is clear that
since the first N Markov moments are equal. From Cauchy's formula we obtain
Hence
which completes the proof.
We can find partial realizations (not necessary stable) by an oblique projection technique [3] . We have Theorem 2: Let the n × r matrices B r , C r with r = βq = γp be defined as
and let U, V be bi-orthogonal base matrices for B r , C r such that
Proof: The matrices U, V can be written as
where u, v are nonsingular r × r matrices such that v T C T r B r u = I r . The oblique projector P = UV T is such that
It is clear that CU V T B = CP B = CB. The other projected Markov moments can be written as
It can be shown recursively that
which proves the theorem.
Proof : This follows fromÃ
and the fact that eigenvalues are invariant under similarity transformations.
Remark 1 :
Since r = βq = γp it is seen that r must be a multiple of lcm(p, q), the least common multiple of p, q. Hence r, γ, β are related by means of the unique parameter r as
with gcd standing for the greatest common divisor.
Remark 2 : Robust practical realization.
Although the bi-orthogonalization of B r , C r can be accomplished by the block nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm, it is well-known that this algorithm frequently suffers from breakdown conditions [6] . Therefore we propose the following robust SVD-based algorithm :
Construct the left SVD column-orthogonal factors X, Y of B r , C r as
easy to show that a symmetric solution for u b , v c is given by
The most important drawback of the oblique projection technique is that condition (16) is not guaranteed in general. Fortunately, we can devise a partial realization scheme with better stability properties, based on orthogonal projections. We have Theorem 3: Let the n × r matrix D r with r = βq + γp be defined as
and let U be an orthogonal base matrix for D r such that
Proof: The matrix U can be written as U = D r u where u is a nonsingular r × r matrix such that
It is clear that CU U T B = CP B = CB. The other projected Markov moments can be written as
Proof : Note that A 2 = ρ A T A , the largest singular value of A. It is clear that A is stable since
implying thatÃ is stable.
In order to maximize the number of Markov moments N = β + γ, while keeping approximately the same reduced order dimension r = βq + γp we should take β = 0 when p < q, resulting in
and γ = 0 when p > q, resulting in
When p = q, it is reasonable to take β = γ. Also it is then good computational practice to intertwine D r , i.e. to take
Here we simply take U equal to the left SVD factor of D r = U ΣV T . This amounts to choosing u = V Σ −1 .
THE CONTINUOUS-STABLE CASE
Here we consider the continuous-stable rational transfer function Therefore a more sound approach is to project the transfer function G(s) onto the scaled orthonormal
Laguerre basis [7] - [9] defined as
Note that Φ 
where k (t) is the Laguerre polynomial. The orthonormal expansion
has a simple implementation and interpretation (see also [7] , [8] ). Putting
which incidentally represents a conformal mapping of the right half plane onto the unit disk, we can write
It is seen that the projection onto the scaled orthonormal Laguerre basis is equivalent with a Taylor expansion inside the unit disk, and this enables us to fully exploit the Theorems of the previous section.
Of course we also need the inverse transforms of (36) given by
Projection-based reduced order modeling can then be implemented using formulas (36) to transform to the discrete-stable case, and after model order reduction to return to the continuous-stable case by means of formulas (37). To utilize the orthogonal projection result of the Corollary of Theorem 3, it is required that Â 2 < 1. Hence we can take as optimal Laguerre parameter α the one which minimizes
Although this problem does not admit a clear-cut analytical solution (see Theorem 5), we can prove the following results to ensure that Â 2 can always be made less than unity for continuous-stable matrices.
We have
Theorem 4 : Let A T + A be negative definite. Then Â 2 < 1 for all positive α.
Proof : From the negative definiteness of A T + A we infer that A is certainly stable. Secondly note that Â 2 is a continuous function of α. This follows from the fact that norms are continuous functions of their arguments and that A − αI n is always nonsingular. For α tending to 0 or ∞ we see that Â 2 tends to 1.
A condition for another crossing Â 2 = 1 to occur is that there exists a nonvanishing vector x 0 such that
which is impossible, since A T + A negative definite. Hence the behavior of Â 2 for α tending to 0+
dictates its overall behavior. We ought to find a nonvanishing vector x such that
For α tending to 0+ , take σ = 1 + αη and y = y 0 + αy 1 . A first-order Taylor approximation of equation (41) yields
Taking x 1 = Ay 0 we obtain the eigenvalue condition
Since σ = 1 + αη < 1 we need the largest eigenvalue of A −1 + A −T to be negative. In other words A −1 + A −T needs to be negative definite, or equivalently A + A T needs to be negative definite, which is the case. The proof is complete.
Corollary : Let A be continuous-stable. Then there exists a similarity transformed matrixȂ = T AT −1 such thatȂ T +Ȃ is negative definite.
Proof : By Lyapunov's theorem, the unique symmetric solution Q of the equation
which can be explicitly written as
is positive definite, and hence admits the Cholesky decomposition
(44) can be transformed toȂ
which completes the proof since T −T T −1 is positive definite. Although the optimal α is the one which minimizes ξ(α), it is not easy in practice to find this value. The reason for this follows from 
For any given x, the unique positive value of α which minimizes the expression between the curly brackets of (51) is given by
